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Topic 

A method of detecting atmospheric 

electricity was investigated.



● In fair weather there is a voltage between the ground and ~50 km up of around 400kV1.

● The rate of change in voltage is not uniform with increasing height, but near the ground 

the voltage increases by around 100V/m.

A vertical electric field E = 100V/m exists in the 
air.

Atmospheric Electricity

Equipotential line

The potential distribution above the earth1.



● The human body is a relatively good conductor2.

● Conductive enough to be at ground potential (when in contact with the ground)

The equipotential lines curve around them

Atmospheric Electricity

Equipotential line

The potential distribution near a man in an 
open flat place1.



In the ionosphere there is enough ionization of
air (mainly by UV radiation) to make the
atmosphere an electrically conducting layer.

Atmospheric Electricity

The Earth's surface and the ionosphere 
resemble a charged spherical capacitor.

• The ground is normally negatively charged 
during fair weather. 

• Positive charge is found in the air between 
the ground and the ionosphere3.



Experiment

Research question: 
How can we measure the atmospheric electric field in fair weather?

Hypothesis:
If a copper wire that is in contact
with an electrometer is lifted at a
certain altitude, then electrons
from the electrometer’s leaves
will be transferred to the copper
wire and the leaves will become
positive – repelling each other.

1. Positive ions will 
draw e- from the 
wire – becoming 
neutral 

Ground 

Electrometer 

2. Electrons will 
move up the wire 
due to voltage 
difference

3. Electrons from 
the leaves will move 
up the wire, making 
the leaves positive

4. The leaves will 

repel each other



Method

1) An electrometer was constructed
● a hole was screwed off a jar lid (width of a straw)
● two leaves were cut from a tin foil sheet
● a 30cm copper wire was cut
● the two leaves were attached to one end of the copper wire
● a circular spiral at the other end of the wire was made 
● the wire was put through the jar lid, leaving the leaf side inside the jar 

2)One end of a 30m copper wire was attached to a drone.
3)The other end of the wire was in contact with an electrometer. 
4)The drone took off straight up from the rooftop of our school 20m above ground
5)The electrometer was observed constantly 



Results

-The electromagnet is shown to work

-Reason for this is that the leaves are shown

to repel each other as it should corresponding 

with the theory 

-Allowing us to detect the positive ions

in the atmospheric electric field during fair weather 

http://drive.google.com/file/d/18JnwVPN5_YY6-sZPuGKvOdGxrQPnBJfu/view


Conclusion

In conclusion we were able to detect the atmospheric 

electricity in fair weather using the electrometer that 

we created in conjunction with the drone 
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